Let E be a Hermitian vector bundle over a complete Kähler manifold (X 2n , ω) with a d(bounded) fundamental form ω, A be a Hermitian connection on E. The goal of this article is to study the L 2 -Hodge theory on the vector bundle E. We extend the results of Gromov's [15] to the Hermitian vector bundle. At last, as one application, we prove a gap result of Yang-Mills connection on X.
Introduction
Let (X 2n , ω) be a complete Kähler manifold, with real dimension 2n. A basic question, pertaining both the function theory and topology on X, is: when are there non-trivial harmonic forms on X, in the various bi-degree (p, q) determined by the complex structure? When X is not compact, a growth condition on the harmonic forms at infinity must be imposed, in order that the answer to this question would be useful. A natural growth condition is square-integrable, if Ω p,q
(2) (X) denotes the L 2 -forms of type (p, q) on X and H p,q
(2) (X) the harmonic forms in Ω p,q (2) (X). One version of this basic question is: what is the structure of H p,q
(2) (X)? The Hodge theorem for compact manifolds states that every real cohomology class of a compact manifold X is represented by a unique harmonic form. That is, the space of solutions to the differential equation (d + d * )α = 0 on L 2 -forms over X is a space that depends on the metric on X. This space is canonically isomorphic to the purely topological real cohomology space of X. The study of H p,q
(2) (X),a question of so-called L 2 -cohomology of X, is rooted in the attemption extending Hodge theory to non-compact manifolds. No such result holds in general for complete non-compact manifolds, but there are numerous partial result about the L 2 -cohomology of non-compact manifold. The study of the L 2 -harmonic forms on a complete Riemannian manifold is a very fascinating and important subject. It also has numerous applications in the field of Mathematical Physics (see for example [16, 9, 10, 11, 30] ). T. Huang: Key Laboratory of Wu Wen-Tsun Mathematics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, School of Mathematical Sciences, University of Science and Technology of China Hefei, Anhui 230026, PR China; e-mail: htmath@ustc.edu.cn A differential form α on a Riemannian manifold (X, g) is bounded with respect to the Riemannian metric g if the L ∞ -norm of α is finite,
We say that α is d(bounded) if α is the exterior differential of α bounded form β, i.e., α = dβ, where β L ∞ < ∞.
In [15] , Gromov's theorem [15] states that if the Kähler form ω on a complete Kähler manifold satisfies ω = dθ, where θ is a bounded one-form. Then the only non-trivial L 2 -harmonic form lies in the middle dimension. Jost-Zuo [20] and Cao-Frederico [2] extended Gromov's theorem to the case of linear growing one-form θ. Other results on L 2 cohomology can be found in [1, 4, 25, 26] .
In this article, we consider the Hodge theory on a Hermitian vector bundle E over a complete Kähler manifold X 2n , n ≥ 3, with a fundamental form ω. Let d A be a Hermitian connection on E. The formal adjoint operator of d A acting on Ω p,q (X, E) := Ω p,q (X) ⊗ E is d * A = − * d A * . We denote H p,q
(2) (X, E) by the space of L 2 harmonic forms in Ω p,q (2) (X, E) with respect to the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ A := d A d * A + d * A d A , See Definition 3.1. If ω is d(bounded), we can extend the vanishing theorem of Gromov's to Hermtian vector bundle. Theorem 1.1. Let (X 2n , ω) be a complete Kähler manifold with a d(bounded) fundamental form ω, E be a Hermitian vector bundle over X and A be a Hermitian connection on E. Then the space of L 2 -harmonic forms H p,q
(2) (X, E) for i + j = n vanish.
Remark 1.2. If there exist a differential form θ and a number c > 0 such that the fundamental form
where ρ(x 0 , x) stands for the Riemannian distance between x and a base point x 0 . We call the fundamental form ω is d(linear). In [20, 2] , the authors extended Gromov's theorem to the case of linear growing one-from θ. We prove that the vanishing Theorem 1.1 also holds in this case, See Theorem 3.6.
In [15] , Gromov also gave a lower bound on the spectra of the Laplace operator ∆ := dd * + d * d on L 2 -forms Ω p for p = n to sharpen the Lefschetz vanishing theorem. We also like to obtain a lower bound on the spectra of the Laplace operator ∆ A on L 2 -forms Ω p (X) ⊗ E for p = n to sharpen the vanishing theorem 1.1. The important observe is that if the Hermitian connection A is integrable, i.e., F 0,2 A = F 0,2 A = 0, the operator L k could commute with ∆ A . Theorem 1.3. Let (X 2n , ω) be a complete Kähler manifold with a d(bounded) fundamental form ω, i.e., there is a bounded 1-form θ such that ω = dθ, A be a smooth Hermitian connection on a Hermitian vector bundle E over X. If A ∈ A 1,1 E , then any α ∈ Ω k (2) (X, E),(k = n), satisfies the inequality
where c n,k > 0 is a constant which depends only on n, k. In particular, we have
Let (X 2n , ω) be a complete Kähler manifold, E be a holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle on X.
There are many vanishing theorems for Hermitian vector bundles over a compact manifolds. All these theorems are based on an a priori inequality for (p, q)-forms with values in a vector bundle, known as the Bochner-Kodaira-Nakano inequality. This inequality naturally leads to several positivity notions for the curvature of a vector bundle ( [21, 22, 23] , [14] and [27, 28] 
Next, we will consider the (0, 2)-part of the curvature, F 0,2 A , is non-zero. In this case ∆ A does not commute with L. We also suppose that the curvature F A obeys F A L n (X) ≤ ε, where ε is a small enough positive constant and the Riemannian curvature tensor is bounded. We can prove that Theorem 1.5. Let (X 2n , ω) be a complete Kähler manifold with a d(bounded) fundamental form ω, i.e., there is a bounded 1-form θ such that ω = dθ, A be a smooth Hermitian connection on a Hermitian vector bundle E. Suppose that the Riemannian curvature tensor is bounded. Then there is a constant ε = ε(X, n, θ) ∈ (0, 1] with following significance. If the curvature F A obeys
If the background manifold X is a complete Kähler surface, we don't know any thing about the space of H 2
(2) (X, E). Because the Yang-Mills connection with finite energy is an L 2 -harmonic form, it is very important to study this space. In [16] , Hitchin proved that any L 2 -harmonic forms of degree 2 on a hyperbolic Kähler surface with a d(linear growth) fundamental Kähler form ω, is anti-self-dual. We will also show that if α ∈ H 2
(2) (X, E), then α is anti-self-dual under some certain conditions on X, E. Theorem 1.6. Let (X, ω) be a complete Kähler surface with a d(bounded) fundamental form ω, i.e., there is a bounded 1-form θ such that ω = dθ, A be a Hermitian connection on a Hermitian vector bundle E over X. Suppose that the scalar curvature is non-negative. Then there is constant ε = ε(X, θ) ∈ (0, 1] with following significance. If the curvature F A obeys
There are very few gap results for Yang-Mills connection over non-compact, complete manifolds, for example [5, 8, 13, 24, 31, 36] . Those results depend on some positive conditions of Riemannian curvature tensors. Following Theorem 1.5 and 1.6, we have a gap result for Yang-Mills connection on a complete Kähler manifold with a fundamental d(bounded) form ω. Corollary 1.7. Let (X 2n , ω) be a complete kähler manifold with a fundamental d(bounded) form ω, i.e., there exists a bounded 1-form θ such that ω = dθ, E be a Hermitian vector bundle over X. Let A be a smooth Yang-Mills connection on E. Then there is a constant ε = ε(X, n, θ) ∈ (0, 1] with following significance.
(1) Suppose that n ≥ 3 and the Riemannian curvature is bounded, then either F A L n (X) ≥ ε or the connection A is a flat connection.
(2) Suppose that n = 2 and the scalar curvature is non-negative, then either F + A L 2 (X) ≥ ε or the connection A is an anti-self-dual connection. Remark 1.8. There are many complete Kähler surfaces with a d(bounded) fundamental from ω. If we also suppose that there exist a non-trivial L 2 -harmonic form α on (X, ω) is anti-self-dual. Then the form α can be identified with the curvature of an U(1) instanton d Γ by writing F Γ = √ −1α. We regard this as a reducible SU(2) instanton
. Furthermore, if L is a trivial bundle L ∼ = X × C, the cα is also a non-trivial anti-self-dual form on (X, ω) for any c ∈ R\{0}. Hence we can also construct a reducible SU(2) instanton d Ac = d Γc ⊕ d −Γc on the the splitted bundle E = L ⊕ L −1 over (X, ω) with Yang-Mills energy 2c 2 α 2 L 2 (X) . This unexpected continuous energy phenomenon occurs, for example, in the important case of Kähler surface with a d(bounded) fundamental from ω.
Preliminaries

Hermitian exterior algebra
Let X be a Kähler manifold with fundamental form ω and E be a vector bundle over X. For any connection A on E we have the covariant exterior derivatives
We denote by Ω p,q (X) ⊗ E the space of C ∞ -(p, q) forms on E. We will need some of the basic apparatus of Hermitian exterior algebra. Denote by L the operator of exterior multiplication by the Kähler form ω:
and, as usual, let Λ denote its pointwise adjoint, i.e.,
Λα, β = α, Lβ .
Then it is well known that Λ = * −1 • L • * . We denote by P p,q the space of primitive (p, q)-forms, that is P p,q = {α ∈ Ω p,q (X) ⊗ E : Λα = 0}.
A basic fact is
The proof is then purely algebraic and can be found in standard texts on geometry. An elegant approach is through representations of sl 2 , see [35] , Chap.5, Theorem 3.12 or [3, 18].
Kähler hyperbolic manifold
In [15] , Gromov introduced a new notion of hyperbolicity. More specifically, following Gromov, we say that a differential form α on a Riemannian manifold is d(bounded) if there exists a bounded form β such that α = dβ. We say that α is d(bounded) if its lift to the universal covering is d(bounded). A compact complex manifold is then called Kähler hyperbolic if it admits a Kähler metric whose fundamental form is d(bounded). The most important examples are compact complex manifolds which admit a Kähler metric of negative curvature. Gromov used this notion to show that on the universal covering of a Kähler hyperbolic manifold, there are no (non-trivial) L 2 -harmonic forms outside the middle degree (he also showed that the space of L 2 harmonic forms in the middle degree is infinite dimensional). A key argument in Gromov's [15] proof is the following
where c n > 0 is a constant which depends only on n. In particular, we have
We recall a special Stokes's Theorem for complete Riemannian Manifolds [12, 15] .
Then we have a simple corollary of the above theorem.
Proof. At first, we observe an identity
It is easy to see
It implies that |tr(s ∧ s) ∧ ω n−p | and |tr(s ∧ s) ∧ ω n−p−1 ∧ θ| are all in L 1 . Thus following the Theorem 2.3, we complete the proof of this proposition.
Harmonic forms of degree 2
The spaces Ω 2 (X, E) of 2-forms on E is decomposed as
where Ω 1,1 0 denotes the space of (1, 1)-type propotional to ω. And let us now consider the operator ♯ which defined in [33] :
Then we have the following form the definition of ♯ and Lemma 2.1, one also can see [33] Lemma 2.2.
Now we define an operator♯
Then we get♯ 2 = id which implies that Ω 2 decomposed into the self-dual part Ω 2 + = Ω 2,0 +Ω 0,2 +Ω 1,1 0 and the anti-self-dual part P 1,1 . Hence any 2-form α can be splitted into the self-dual part α + = α 2,0 + α 0,2 + α 0 ⊗ ω and the anti-self-dual part α − = α 1,1 0 , where α 0 = 1 n Λα and α 1,1 0 = α 1,1 − α 0 . Now we assert the following formula. Our proof here use Suh's arguments in [33] 
In particular
Then by a direct calculation we have
Thus, combining Equations (2.1)-(2.2), we obtain Lemma 2.6.
Then we have the following identities:
Proof. Our proof here use the author's arguments in [17] Proposition 2.1 for Yang-Mills connection. We prove only the first identity, the second proof is similar. Recall the equation d A α = 0, we take
Thus, we obtain
The equation d * A α = 0, we take (0, 1) part, it implies that
we can write (2.4) to
Thus, combining Equations (2.3)-(2.5), we obtain
The second identity can be proved analogously.
Let E be a vector bundle on X, A be a smooth connection on E. The Yang-
where F A denotes the curvature of A. A connection is called a Yang-Mills connection if it is a critical point of the Yang-Mills functional, i.e., d * A F A = 0. In addition, all connections satisfy the Bianchi identity d A F A = 0. This implies that the Yang-Mills connection is a harmonic-form of degree 2. We can decompose the curvature, F A , as
Thus we can write Yang-Mills functional as 
Corollary 2.9. Let (X 2n , ω) be a complete Kähler manifold with a d(bounded) fundamental form ω, E be a Hermitian vector bundle over X and A be a Hermitian connection on E. If A ∈ A 1,1 E is a smooth Yang-Mills connection with L 2 -curvature F A . Then (i) A is a flat connection, for n ≥ 3, (ii) A is an anti-self-dual connection, for n = 2.
Proof. From Proposition 2.8, we can see thatF A is L 2 -harmonic with respect to ∆ A . The Weizenböck formula gives 0 = ∆ AFA = ∇ * A ∇ AFA .
Thus we have ∇ AFA = 0. The Kato inequality implies that ∇|F A | = 0. By Theorem 2.2, we get F A = 0. Following Proposition 2.4, we have
We complete the proof of this corollary.
Hodge theory
As we derive estimates in this section (and also following sections), there will be many constants which appear. Sometimes we will take care to bound the size of these constants, but we will also use the following notation whenever the value of the constants are unimportant. We write α β to mean that α ≤ Cβ for some positive constant C independent of certain parameters on which α and β depend. The parameters on which C is independent will be clear or specified at each occurrence. We also use β α and α ≈ β analogously.
Harmonic form with respect to ∆ A
Let d A be a Hermitian connection on E over a Kähler manifold X. The formal adjoint operator of d A acting on Ω p (X, E) is d * A = − * d A * .
Definition 3.1. The Laplace-Beltrami operator associated to d A is the second order operator
The space of L 2 -harmonic forms of degree of p respect to the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ A is defined by
In particular, we can also denote H p,q
(2) (X, E) by the space of L 2 -harmonic forms of degree (p, q) with respect to the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ A .
In this article, we follow the method of Gromov's [15] to choose a sequence of cutoff functions {f ε } satisfying the following conditions: (i) f ε is smooth and takes values in the interval [0, 1] furthermore, f ε has compact support.
(ii) The subsets f −1 ε ⊂ X, i.e., of the points x ∈ X where f ε (x) = 1 exhaust X as ε → 0.
(iii) The differential of f ε everywhere bounded by ε,
Then we have an useful lemma as follow. Proof. By a simple computation
and
Then we choose f ε , such that |df ε | 2 < εf ε on X and estimate I 2 by Schwartz inequality. This yields
There are several commutation relations between the basic operators associated to a Kähler manifold X, all following more or less directly from the Kähler condition dω = 0; taken together, these are referred to as the Kähler identities. Proposition 3.3. Let X be a complete Kähler manifold, E a Hermitian vector bundle over X and A be a Hermitian connection on E. We have the following identities
Since ω is parallel, the operator L k : Ω p (X, E) → Ω p+2k (X, E) defined by L k (α) = α ∧ ω k for all p-forms commutes with d A . But the operator L k does not commute with d * A in general, therefore the operator L k doesn't commute with ∆ A . For the case of ∆ A -harmonic form, we observe the following useful lemma. In particular, [∆ A , L k ]α = 0.
Proof. At first, following Lemma 3.2, we have d A α = (∂ A + ∂ A )α = 0, i.e.,
Then for any k ∈ N,
From Kähler identities, one has
Following the Jacobi identity, we have
We complete this proof.
Next, let us indicate one simple proposition:
one can see that tr(β ∧ * α) is a L 1 -form of degree (n − 1). We also observe that
Thus following Theorem 2.3,
i.e., α vanishes. We complete this proof.
i.e., β is also in L 2 .Thus the form
Furthermore, if α is harmonic, following Lemma 3.4, L k α is harmonic with respect to ∆ A . Thus from Proposition 3.5, we have L k α = 0 for any k > 0. This implies that α = 0, unless deg(α) = n (See Lemma 2.1).
We also can extend the vanishing Theorem 1.1 to the case of linear growing one from θ. The method of this proof follows the idea in [2] . Theorem 3.6. Let (X 2n , ω) be a complete Kähler manifold with a d(linear) fundamental form ω, E be a Hermitian vector bundle over X and A be a Hermitian connection on E. Then the space of L 2 -harmonic form H p,q
Proof. By hypothesis, there exists a 1-form θ with dθ = ω and
where c is an absolute constant. In what follows we assume that the distance function ρ(x, x 0 ) is smooth for x = x 0 . The general case follows easily by an approximation argument.
and consider the compactly supported function
where j is a positive integer. Let α be a harmonic (p, q)-form in L 2 , and consider the form β = θ ∧ α. From Lemma 3.4, we have ω ∧ α ∈ H p+q+2
(2) (X, E), thus d * A (ω ∧ α) = 0. Noticing that f j β has compact support, one has
We further note that, since ω = dθ and d A α = 0,
Since 0 ≤ f j ≤ 1 and lim j→∞ f j (x)(ω ∧ α)(x) = (ω ∧ α)(x), it follows from the dominated convergence theorem that
Since ω is bounded, supp(df j ) ⊂ B j+1 \B j and θ(x) L ∞ = O(ρ(x 0 , x)), one obtains that
where C is a constant independent of j.
We claim that there exists a subsequence {j i } i≥1 such that lim i→∞ (j i + 1)
If not, there exists a positive constant a such that
This inequality implies
which is a contradiction to the assumption X |α(x)| 2 dx < ∞. Hence, there exists a subsequence {j i } i≥1 for which (3.4) holds. Using (3.3) and (3.4), one obtains
It now follows from (3.1), (3.2) and (3.5) that ω ∧ α = 0. Following Lemma 2.1, we have α = 0.
We also like to give a lower bound on the spectra of the Laplace operator ∆ A on L 2 -forms Ω p for p = n to sharpen the Lefschetz vanishing theorem 1.1. In [15] , Gromov used the property L k commuted with ∆ to give a lower bound. Although we can not get a similar result for all L 2 -forms, the lower bound on the spectra of the Laplace operator ∆ A will be proved for the primitive L 2 -forms. Theorem 3.7. Let (X 2n , ω) be a complete Kähler manifold with a d(bounded) fundamental form ω, i.e. there exists a bounded 1-form θ such that ω = dθ. Then every L 2 -form α ∈ P i,j on X of degree k := i + j = n satisfies the inequality
where c n,k > 0 is a constant which depends only on n, k.
Proof. Inequality (3.6) makes sense, strictly speaking, if ∆ A α (as well as α) is in L 2 . In this case (d A + d * A )α is also in L 2 by the proof of Lemma 3.2 and (3.6) is equivalent to
Moreover the cutoff argument in this section shows that the general case of (3.7), where we only assume α and (d A + d * A )α in L 2 , follows from that where α is a smooth function with compact support. In particular, inequality (3.6) with α in L 2 implies the general case of (3.7).
The linear map L n−k : Ω k → Ω 2n−k for k ≤ n−1 is a bijective quasi-isometry on P i,j (i+ j = k), thus any α ∈ P i,j satisfies
It now follows from above inequalities that
The case k > n follows by the Poincare duality as the operator * : Ω k → Ω 2n−k commutes with ∆ A .
Uniform positive lower bounds for the least eigenvalue of ∆ A
There are several commutation relations between the basic operators associated to a Kähler manifold (X, ω), all following more or less directly from the Kähler condition dω = 0. Taken together, these are referred to as the Kähler identities. At first, we observe that the operator L k commutes with ∆ A for any connection A ∈ A 1,1 E . If A and B are operators on forms, define the (graded) commutator as
where degT is the integer d for T : ⊕ p+q=r Ω p,q (X, E) → ⊕ p+q=r+d Ω p,q (X, E).If C is another endomorphism of degree c, the following Jacobi identity is easy to check
Proof. The case of k = 1: the operators d A , d * A and L satisfy the following Jacobi identity:
Then we have
We suppose that the case of p = k − 1 is true, i.e.,
Thus if p = k, we have
Proof Theorem 1.3. Let α be a p-from on vector bundle, we denote β = L k a = ω k ∧ α. We recall the operator L k : Ω p (X, E) → Ω p+2k (X, E) for a given p < n and p + k = n. From the Lefschetz theorem L k is a bijective quasi-isometry. Thus
If α is in L 2 , β is also in L 2 . Since F 0,2 A = 0, following Lemma 3.8, [L k , ∆ A ] = 0. Then we have
This yields the desired estimation
Since ∆ A commutes with L for any A ∈ A 1,1 E , following the idea of Theorem 3.6, we can prove that Lα = α ∧ ω = 0 for any L 2 -harmonic form α. Thus we have Corollary 3.9. Let (X 2n , ω) be a complete Kähler manifold with a d(linear) fundamental form ω, A be a smooth Hermitian connection on E. If A ∈ A 1,1 E , then the space of L 2 -harmonic forms H k (2) (X, E) for k = n vanish. Now, we will construct a priori estimate for any smooth form on vector bundle under the condition that L n -norm of the curvature F A is small enough. Lemma 3.10. Let (X 2n , ω) be a complete Kähler manifold with the fundamental form ω, E be a Hermitian vector bundle over X and A be a Hermitian connection on E. Suppose that the Riemannian curvature tensor is bounded. Then there are constants ε = ε(X, n) ∈ (0, 1] and C = C(X, n) ∈ [1, ∞) with following significance. If the curvature F A obeys
Proof. Inequality (3.8) makes sense, strictly speaking, if ∆ A α (as well as α) is in L 2 . At first, the Weizenböck formulas gives,
Let {y j } ∞ j=1 be a sequence of cutoff functions, 0 ≤ y j ≤ 1, with lim j→∞ y j = 1 pointwise and |dy j | uniformly bounded. Then Thus we have
The first term on left hand of (3.9) :
The second term on left hand of (3.9):
The third term on left hand of (3.9):
here we use the Sobolev embedding L 2 1 ֒→ L 2n/(n−1) . This yields the desired estimation
We can choose F A L n (X) sufficiently small to ensure the inequality
Taking i → ∞, we obtain inequality (3.8).
As we derive estimates in this section (and also following section), we assume that any smooth L 2 form ψ has compact support. Otherwise we can replace ψ to y j ψ, where y j is the cutoff function on Lemma 3.10.
Proof Theorem 1.4. From the Akizuki-Kodaira-Nakano formula
we have
Then for any α ∈ Ω p,q (2) (X, E), we have
The last line, we use the inequality (See Theorem 2.2)
If the curvature Θ(E) obeys Θ(E) L n (X) ≤ ε, where ε is the constant in the Lemma 3.10. Then we have
here we use the inequality (See Theorem 1.3)
This yields the desired estimate
Hence if Θ(E) L n (X) is sufficiently small, we have
At last, by using the inequality in Theorem 1.3, we complete the proof of this theorem. Now, we begin to consider the case which the (0, 2)-part of the curvature is non-zero.
Proof Theorem 1.5. We denote α by a L 2 harmonic p-form, p < n and β = L k α, k = n − p, thus
Following Lemma 3.8, we obtain
Thus we have
Thus, we have
Thus we can choose F 0,2 A L n (X) small enough to ensure
If we assume that E possesses a flat Hermitian connection d A which means that F A = 0, or equivalently, that E is given by a representation π X → U(r). Thanks to our flatness assumption, there are orthogonal decompositions ( [3] Chapter VIII Theorem 3.2)
We denote by H p DR (X, E) the L 2 de Rham cohomology groups, namely the cohomology groups of complex (K • , d A ) defined by
In other words, one has H p DR (X, E) = ker d A /Imd A , where d A is a L 2 -extension of the connection calculated in the sense of distributions. 
The case of Kähler surface
Following the method on Section 2.2, any α ∈ Ω 2 (X, E) on a Kähler surface can be decomposed as α = α 0,2 + α 2,0 + α 0 ω + α 1,1 0 , where α 0 = 1 2 Λα, Λα 1,1 0 = 0. Furthermore, over a 4-dimensional Riemannnian manifold, Ω 2 (X, E) is decomposed into its self-dual and anti-self-dual components,
where Ω ± denotes the projection onto the ±1 eigenspace of the Hodge star operator * : Ω 2 → Ω 2 . Hence F A can be decomposed into its self-dual and anti-self-dual
. The self-dual part F + A is given as F + A = F 2,0 A + F 0,2 A + 1 2 (ΛF A ) ⊗ ω and the anti-self-dual part F − A is a form of type (1, 1) which is orthogonal to ω. A connection is called an instanton if it is either self-dual or anti-self-dual. On compact oriented 4-manifolds, an instanton is always an absolute minimizer of the Yang-Mills energy. Not all Yang-Mills connections are instantons (See [29, 32] ).
We will construct another priori estimate under the L 2 -norm of the self-dual part of the curvature is small enough. 
Then any α ∈ H 2 (2) (X, E) satisfies
Proof. Following identity (i) in Proposition 2.7, we havē
The Weizenböck formula gives,
Next, we observe that
where ε is any positive real constant. We also observe that
(ε + ΛF A L 2 (X) )(1 + θ 2 L ∞ (X) ) ∇ A α 0 2 L 2 (X)
where we use the fact, See Theorem 1.5,
and Sobolev embedding L 2 1 ֒→ L 4 . We can choose (ε+ ΛF A L 2 (X) )(1+ θ 2 L ∞ (X) ) sufficiently small to ensure ∆ A α 0 , α 0 L 2 (X) F 2,0 A 2 L 2 (X) α 0,2 2 L 4 (X) . (4.1)
Following the identity (ii) in Proposition 2.7, we also havē
On a direct calculation, we have
We observe that √ −1[Λ, F 1,1 A ]α 0,2 = √ −1[Λ, F 0,2 A ]α 0,2 = 0 for any α 0,2 ∈ Ω 0,2 (X, E). Hence we have
We observe that Λ(F 2,0 A ∧ α 0,2 ), α 0,2 L 2 (X) = F 2,0 A (Λα 0,2 ), α 0,2 L 2 (X) = 0.
Thus ∆ A α 0,2 , α 0,2 L 2 (X) = 2 ∆∂ A α 0,2 , α 0,2 L 2 (X) . (4.2)
Next, we also observe that | F 0,2 A (α 0 ), α 0,2 L 2 (X) | ≤ F 0,2 A L 2 (X) α 0,2 L 4 (X) α 0 L 4 (X)
This yields the desired estimation ∆ A α 0,2 , α 0,2
. Following Theorem 2.2 and Kato inequality |∇|α 0,2 || ≤ |∇ A α 0,2 |, we have α 0,2 L 2 (X) θ L ∞ (X) ∇|α 0,2 | L 2 (X) θ L ∞ (X) ∇ A α 0,2 L 2 (X) . (4.3)
By combining these estimates for α 0,2 , we complete this proof.
Lemma 4.2. Assume the hypothesis of Lemma 4.1. If the curvature is non-negative. Then there are constants ε = ε(X, θ) ∈ (0, 1] and C = C(X, θ) ∈ [1, ∞) with following significance. If the curvature F A obeys ΛF A L 2 (X) ≤ ε then any L 2 2-form α on E satisfies ∇ A α 0,2 2 L 2 (X) ≤ C ∆ A α 0,2 , α 0,2 L 2 (X) . Proof. For any α 0,2 ∈ Ω 0,2 (X, E), the Weizenböck formula gives, See [19] ,
Next, we have ∇ A α 0,2 2 L 2 (X) ≤ ∆∂ A α 0,2 , α 0,2 L 2 (X) + | [ √ −1ΛF A , α 0,2 ], α 0,2 L 2 (X) | ∆∂ A α 0,2 , α 0,2 L 2 (X) + ΛF A L 2 (X) α 0,2 2 L 4 (X) ∆∂ A α 0,2 , α 0,2 L 2 (X) + ΛF A L 2 (X) α 0,2 2 L 2 1 (X) ∆∂ A α 0,2 , α 0,2 L 2 (X) + ΛF A 2 L 2 (X) (1 + θ 2 L ∞ (X) ) ∇ A α 0,2 2
here we use the inequality (4.3) and identity (4.2). Hence we can choose ΛF A L 2 (X) sufficiently small to ensure inequality (4.4).
Proof Theorem 1.6. Combining the inequalities on Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2, we have the desired estimation ∆ A α 0,2 , α 0,2 L 2 (X) F 0,2 A 2 L 2 (X) (1 + θ 2 L ∞ (X) ) 2 ∆ A α 0,2 , α 0,2 L 2 (X) .
We can choose F 0,2 A L 2 (X) sufficiently small to ensure α 0,2 is L 2 -harmonic form. Thus ∇ A α 0,2 ≡ 0 (by Lemma 4.2). The Kato inequality implies that ∇|α 0,2 | = 0, hence α 0,2 = 0. From Equation (4.1), α 0 is also vanishing.
